Mass Storage Use Cases
April 21, 2011
Note: These use cases describe possible scenarios. Any association with actual people or events is entirely coincidental.
1. Management and retention of raw data generated from instrumentation or observation
Professor A has been granted time to use the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory to conduct
a crystallography experiment. After making her travel arrangements, she orders a 2-terabyte USB drive from Amazon to
make a copy of her data to bring back to Yale. Professor A spends two days at Argonne to conduct the experiment and to
confer with a data analyst. When she returns to Yale, a support specialist at the Chemical and Biophysical Instrumentation
Center (CBIC) copies the raw data to DVDs for archiving. The DVDs are labeled with the professor’s name and the date
and filed in a room in Bass. Professor A keeps the USB drive in her office in Bass.
Issues raised:
• Data transport
• Data archiving
2. Management and retention of data generated from modeling or simulations
Postdoc B logs in to BulldogJ to run a simulation. He is anxious to complete the run in preparation for a meeting with his
advisor later that week. He copies his code to his home directory and enters the commands to add his job to the queue. At
11:00 PM, he finally has his results. He copies several hundred gigabytes of data overnight from the scratch drives on
BulldogJ to an external drive attached to his lab computer. The following morning, he logs in to BulldogJ to clean up his
old files.
Issues raised:
• Data retention for short term data storage
• Data proximity to computational tools
3. High performance storage for data processing and analysis
For his latest deep survey project, Professor C needs to run a series of computations to correct, calibrate, and co-add 3
terabytes of images taken at Kitt Peak National Observatory. The data generated in the intermediate processing steps are
nearly double the capacity of the 3 terabyte RAID 0 array attached to his computer, which he bought at Best Buy a couple
of years ago for this purpose. He decides to divide the data set into two, run the computations on each half, and then
merge the results.
Issues raised:
• Transfer of raw data to local computational resources
• Storage capacity, reliability, and performance
4. Collaborating on data sets within research groups (including non-Yale researchers)
Professor D is collaborating on a project with a group at Northwestern University. His group maintains its own servers,
which have been configured for CAS authentication. Yale net IDs were obtained for the researchers at Northwestern at the
beginning of the project and when new members joined. Yale is collecting the data; Northwestern is developing the code.
The data sets at Yale have been growing and changing. The Northwestern group copies sample data to its servers to test
code as it is being developed and remotely runs code on the complete data set at Yale.
Issues raised:
• Access by external collaborators
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•

Changes to group membership

5. Code development and source control
Student E is working on a project to develop a computational model to efficiently represent the appearance of complex
materials. She goes through several iterations of code as the project progresses. In order to backup and synchronize the
changes she makes to the code on her lab computer and her personal laptop, she signs up for a free Basic Dropbox
account. She is uncertain about some aspects of the terms of service and the intellectual property, privacy, and security
policies associated with the account. At the end of the project, she archives the final version of the code on the group
server in her lab and on her lab computer.
Issues raised:
• Consistent use of a source code version control system
• Central backup of code
• Code sharing within a lab
• Long-term retention of code at Yale
• IP of code developed at Yale
• Retention of specific versions of code associated with publications
6. Securing confidential data
Research Assistant F is recording student-teacher interactions in 8th grade classes in the Hamden school district.
Approximately ~300 GB of digital video will be recorded in 20 different classes in the district. Immediately after
returning to the lab, she uploads the recordings to the group’s server. The server is behind the Yale firewall and is only
accessible to group members. By agreement with the school district, unique ID numbers have been assigned to each
teacher and student who is being recorded. Only the PIs have access to the ID numbers. Once the recordings have been
coded, the PI will de-identify the coded data. Only the coded data will be publicly accessible.
Issues raised:
• 3-lock data http://www.yale.edu/its/secure-computing/data/safe-storage/index.html
7. Using unpublished data in teaching
Professor G has spent several months on sabbatical collecting data from an aboriginal tribe in Queensland, Australia. All
of his informants signed consent forms specifically granting permission to reproduce the recordings for members of a
class to listen to. Professor G teaches a field methods course and likes to focus on a different language each time he
teaches the course. He is not particularly concerned about making unpublished data available in his teaching because
researchers working with aboriginal languages are highly specialized and typically only publish on data they have
collected. He makes the recordings available to his class via Classes*v2. Several students join and leave his class during
the shopping period.
Issues raised:
• Sharing to an access list based on course enrollment
• IP rights pertaining to the use of unpublished data and papers in instructional environments
8. Sharing data or code with other specific researchers
Student H has written a program to estimate and reconstruct phylogenetic trees from DNA sequence data. After presenting
a paper at a major conference, she receives numerous requests for her code, so she wants to make the compiled program,
as well as the source code, available on her home page. She consults with another student, who suggests attaching a GNU
General Public License (GPL) to the source code. Student H hopes others will use and benefit from her code, but she
doesn’t have time to support it, so she decides the GNU GPL is the best option. Before posting her code, she consults with
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her advisor who supports her decision but encourages her to consider making it available via a consortium, where it might
be better supported but also subject to more restrictive licensing terms.
Issues raised:
• Access to source code
• Support of users accessing source code
• Code distribution and licensing
9. Submitting supplementary materials with a paper
Professor J had intended to include supplementary materials with his submission to the Journal of Neuroscience, so he is
highly surprised by the announcement in the August 11 issue that beginning November 1, 2010, the journal will no longer
accept supplementary materials. He is sympathetic to the issues raised in the announcement, but he considers the data and
code he had intended to submit critical to understanding and appreciating the model presented in the paper and potentially
useful to others in his field, so he decides to make a sample data set, as well as the code for the model, available from his
web page.
Issues raised:
• No guarantee of long-term access
• No permanent URL
• Digital preservation of code and data
• Rights/licensing of code and data
10. Sharing data or code in a domain repository
a. Primary or raw data
Professor K is on a 60-day cruise to gather active seismological data along the Endeavour segment of the Juan de Fuca
Ridge. As part of the data collection, 28 ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) on loan from the U.S. National Ocean Bottom
Seismograph Instrument Pool (OBSIP) are deployed along a section of the ridge. When the OBS are recovered, the data
are immediately downloaded to hard drives in the OBSIP vans. Back in the processing lab, the data from all of the hard
drives are compiled and processed to create files in the standard SEG-Y format. As mandated by NSF as a condition of
funding, the OBSIP data are submitted to IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology) via their OBSIP data
submission form for active source experiments.
Issues raised:
• Transfer large-scale data on and offsite via fixed media
• Institutional support for staging raw data
b. Final data
Professor L is preparing a manuscript for submission to Neuron. The journal’s editorial policy on the distribution of data
and materials includes the following:
Nucleic acid and protein sequences and microarray data must be deposited in the appropriate public database and
must be accessible without restriction from the date of publication. An entry name or accession number must be
included as the last paragraph of the Experimental Procedures section in the final version of the manuscript.
Microarray data should be MIAME compliant (for guidelines, see
http://www.mged.org/Workgroups/MIAME/miame.html).
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After he receives notification that his paper has been accepted for publication, he submits his microarray data to the NCBI
Gene Expression Omnibus and makes it available as a track in the UCSC Human Genome Browser. He adds the NCBI
GEO accession number to the final version of the manuscript.
Issues raised:
• Submitting data to disciplinary repositories or consortiums
• Linking published works to data
• Unique identification of submitter
• Institutional support for staging final data
11. Sharing data or code in an institutional repository
Student M, a Ph.D. candidate in Political Science, is preparing a data management plan for a grant proposal to NSF in
which she needs to demonstrate that she will make her data accessible to future research. Her data includes interview
transcripts in text and XML. She contacts the librarian for Political Science at the Social Science Library to ask if Yale has
a repository for this kind of data. After several referrals, she finds out that Yale does not yet have an institutional
repository but is seeking to develop one. She replies with the following message:
I hope the university will consider developing an infrastructure to support data sharing; I saw that Harvard and
MIT have a joint infrastructure for this (http://libraries.mit.edu/guides/subjects/data/access/centers/hmdc.html).
Issues raised:
• Regulatory compliance
• Lack of central repository for data publication
12. IP related to Yale when a researcher leaves Yale
a. Open access
Professor G has used several of his published and unpublished data sets in his teaching. As he approaches retirement, he
consults with his department chair on Yale’s policies on intellectual property pertaining to course materials. He would like
to donate the materials from his field methods courses to the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) at the
University of London so they can be disseminated and used more broadly, but he is uncertain if he has the right to do so.
SOAS holds all the major data sets for the languages he has studied and published on.
Issues raised:
• IP rights
• Information on IP rights
b. Licensing
While completing her second post doc at Yale, Professor H wrote and distributed the source code for a program that
estimates and reconstructs phylogenetic trees from DNA sequence data. Distributed under a GNU GPL, the code has been
broadly used and widely cited. She continues to develop the code in her research group at the University of Chicago and is
approached by a company that would like to license the current version of the code to incorporate into one of its products.
Issues raised:
• IP rights, copyright, patent
• University policy
• Access to source code
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West Campus Core and Central Campus Facilities
The West Campus Core and Central Campus facilities support research at the University with specialized instruments and
highly trained staff. These facilities represent significant investment in new and emergent technologies. They operate on a
cost recovery basis and have specific charge structures for their services, in addition to providing informal consultation
and training. They have their own unique operational requirements and, as service providers, represent the needs of
multiple individual labs.
13. Yale Center for Genome Analysis (YCGA)
Rob Bjornson, Nick Carriero, Murim Choi, and Yong Kong contributed the content for this use case.
a. Researcher Workflow
Postdoc N’s group studies genetic variants that may be contributing factors in human diseases such as hypertension and
cardiovascular and renal disease. As part of this research, N submits a DNA sample to YCGA for sequencing using an
exome sequencing pipeline. Exome capture involves shearing a sample into strands of ~200 base-pairs; attaching the
strands to beads in solution or to an array; washing (removing the strands that don’t attach); followed by some other steps
to get to the sequencing-ready DNA. Sequencing involves reading off the sequence of bases from images of the strands
using Illumina sequencing technology. This pipeline takes about 3 weeks to run.
Once the pipeline has run, N receives an email from YCGA containing the lane identifiers and a web link to the data. This
link points N to the analysis directory, in which N finds the files related to his lanes. For each lane, the primary data
including read sequence, quality and mapping information is contained within an export file. (If a reference mapping had
not been requested, e.g., for de novo assembly of bacterial genomes, the primary data would be contained in a FASTQ
sequence file containing the raw sequence.) Metadata associated with the files include: user, sample name, lane, date,
library prep, analysis type, reference genome, and sometimes barcodes included in genetic sequence for multiplexing
(http://www.illumina.com/technology/multiplexing_sequencing_assay.ilmn).
Once sequencing is complete, the reads are aligned against a reference genome if necessary. Some quality control is
performed post-alignment, followed by variant calling using SAMtools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net/). Variants are
chromosomal positions in aligned strands with reads that don’t match the reference genome.
Variant calling typically identifies 25,000 variants from a single subject. A majority of these have already been found,
reducing the variants under consideration to ~1,500. This number can be reduced to ~800 by eliminating variants that are
not in protein-coding regions, then further reduced to ~400 by eliminating variants that do not result in changes in protein
coding. The final reduction step to ~50-70 variants involves comparison against data from a database in N’s lab.
b. Center Operations
Table 1 summarizes data files, excluding images, generated using a standard analysis pipeline. These files are retained for
at least 30 days in case reanalysis is required.
Table 1: Data Generated in a Standard Analysis Pipeline

Sequencer
GA II
HiSeq

Firecrest: Image Analysis
1.2 TB
2.0 TB

Bustard: Base Calling
650 GB
2.4 TB

Gerald: Alignment
500 GB
1.5 TB

Total (excl. images)
1.4 TB
5.9 TB

Table 2 summarizes data files archived from each experiment. After 180 days, users must copy these files to another
location. In practice, YCGA performs the archiving because there are too many files for users to deal with.
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Table 2: Data Archived from a Typical Experiment

Sequencer
GA II
HiSeq

Params: instrument
config
< 10 KB
< 10 KB

Base Calls: from
Bustard
100 GB
0.25-0.5 TB

Export File: from
Gerald
200 GB
600 GB

Total
300 GB
1 TB

YCGA has 9 GA II and 10 HiSeq machines in operation. In aggregate, the center currently generates about 5 TB of data
per day. This is expected to increase to 20 TB per day within 3 months.
YCGA currently has a 1-PB Panasas storage system (~800 TB usable) and is getting quotes for another 800 TB usable.
ITS has just brought a tape library online. YCGA plans to archive files to the tape library after the 180-day period has
elapsed.
YCGA is in final testing of a wiki-based LIMS. Users will submit samples to the LIMS, and YCGA will use it to track
samples through the sequencing process. When sequencing is complete, the LIMS will provide the user a link to their
data.
YCGA works with the companies that make the sequencers to implement standard analysis pipelines such as exome
sequencing, measuring expression levels (up-regulation or repression of DNA that determines whether or not they get
copied by mRNA and expressed as proteins), RNA sequencing, and de novo assembly. While many research projects are
based on standard pipelines, research groups at Yale and elsewhere are actively developing new computational approaches
to analyzing sequencing data and developing tools that others can use. YCGA plans to hire a Ph.D. level bioinformatics
staff member to help researchers apply existing pipelines to new problems and to develop new computational approaches
and tools that build upon emergent technologies. The ability to support this type of consultation is essential to securing
funding. Grant applications typically require primary data to be submitted with the proposal.
Issues:
 Very large and rapidly growing data files to store, manage, archive, and delete. Standard methods of browsing and
accounting are inadequate. Need rapid access to metadata.
 Large number of users and samples to track.
 Our current storage technology is expensive, yet inadequate to the task. Hardware failures are too frequent and too
slow to recover. Scanning directories is too slow. Archiving is slow and painful. Storage has to be partitioned into
200TB chunks.
 Sequencing technologies and applications are rapidly evolving, so it may be difficult for researchers to keep up
with what these technologies can do. Consultation is required.
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